
reshape this for better coverage, and itʼs OK
to lose the countour with the front edge.

lengthen strap 2-inches so itʼll reach with
a too-big load, still.

these balls are groovy, likem a lot, couldnʼt fine or-
ange. But it just occurred to me that you got orange
because you got them at Home Depot. We may do
that too, for the orangeness, but weʼre going to get
9-10 inchers, and both Dave and I have ordered
them already, but in black. I like the orange,but
weʼll see how it goes. Some wouldabeen cus-
tomers may squawk at the plastic balls, but the
grommet there will let them use something more
traditional..like Zip-Ties! Or whatever. Anyway, the
balls work great.

put one of these in the bottom of each pouch
as a drain hole. smaller is OK, doesnʼt mat-
ter...and reinforce as necessary or IF neces-
sary so it doesnʼt rimp at the edges. I think
this fabric can support a grommet, but be
quadruple sure. thanks.

iʼve got some 2--inch 3M coming, otherwise same
as the other. At the last minute I may request none
on this right-side pannier, and either a big one or
two on the left. Iʼm fine with the asymmetry, and it
makes sense.

is it paranoia based on bad brains or a
good idea to make this whole underside
one piece of fabric? I donʼt mind the cost-
due-to-waste; I just want it never to fail at
a seam in .... 25 years or so. You know
how these bags are stitched and riveted,
so itʼs your call...but all things equal, one-
piece seems groovier. We donʼt have a
quote yet anyway, but I can handle a bit of
an upcharge... Think about that and if Iʼm
being too weird and just donʼt know, then
stick with this.
G

rivet or stitch on a 3/4-in tall x 2-in wide leather or
web strap for a red blinky light.
This may be a “one side only” deal too, or I may
cave in to the resident symmetrists and England-
Japan sympathizers and go both.

position as you see, visually. exact distance
above botton no matter, but about like this.


